Emergent TeleNeurology delivers a neurology consult within minutes to patients experiencing a wide range of neurological emergencies.

**CHALLENGE**
Staffing 24/7 neurology coverage is difficult due to a national shortage of neurologists.

**SOLUTION**
Our unique implementation and program management approach integrates our team with your staff including radiologists, pharmacists, as well as therapists to serve each patient locally. We provide an acute consultative neurology assessment and treatment recommendations. We can prevent avoidable transfers so patients can stay closer to home.

Our neurologists are experienced in managing emergencies as both onsite and telehealth providers.

**QUALITY**
Better outcomes with urgent neurological assessments.

- Expert imaging, labs, and neurological evaluations.
- Advanced training for bedside nursing.

**ACCESS**
Rapid connection to a neurologist: emergency and inpatient.

- 5-minute response time.
- Keep the patient local when safe and advise transfers to a higher level of care when needed.
- Consulting for a range of facilities, from small critical access and community hospitals to large urban medical centers.

**VALUE**
Patients can be cared for at a lower cost facility.

- Filters high acuity patients appropriately.
- Expands clinical scope to include more than acute strokes: bundled program management.
- 24/7 emergent coverage for a fraction of the price of onsite call coverage.

**EXPERIENCE**
Sites and families feel supported.

- Access to data dashboards and quality reviews.
- Robust physician panel provides excellent, compassionate care.